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Start External
Capture the power of your company's 

narrative as experienced through the eyes

of your stakeholders. Customers, employees 

and suppliers will all offer important insights 

on the distinct value you bring.

Look Inside Yourself
Examine what is most important to you and your 

senior team. Discuss each of your own personal 

narratives and the legacy you hope you are 

building. Reflect on how you want to shape your 

future path.

Test & Experiment
Circle back to engage your 

stakeholders with what you have 

developed to see how it resonates. 

You want something that gets 

people talking. Be willing to fine 

tune based on reactions and inputs. 
Find Your Noble Cause
Link external and internal to pinpoint your company’s 

single, overarching purpose. A purpose answers the 

why, and links vision, mission, strategy, values and 

culture. This should be aspirational. Think big.

Write It
Translate all of your learning into a clear, 

concise statement. Less is more. The end 

product will be highly visible and important, 

so lean on your communications experts to 

get it right.
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A critical element of activating organizational purpose is having an inspiring purpose 
statement to rally around. Whether you are starting from scratch or improving your 
existing statement, here are five steps to help you articulate the broader vision that 
will ignite passion in your employees and stakeholders.
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Questions to ask along the way:
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Start External
— What do our customers value about our company?

— What do the communities we serve expect from us?

— How would our employees describe working at our company?

— What invigorates our people in their work?

— What mark do our employees want to make on the world?

— How would our partners describe our company to others?

Look Inside Yourself
— What am I passionate about that I want to leave as my legacy 

as a leader?

— What will give me the greatest satisfaction if I can realize my 

own hopes and desires?

— What is the story that I want other people to tell about who

I am and what I’ve done?

— Why am I in this business, and what am I trying to build?

— What aspects of my work and my personal life bring me the 

greatest joy?

— What quotes have always inspired me, and how do they 

connect with my journey?

— What people do I deeply admire and why? How would

I describe their purpose?

Test & Experiment
—Do people rally around it?

—Is it something people want to repeat and share?

—Does it make people proud to be a part of your company?

—Do your stakeholders find deeper meaning in this statement?

—Can people clearly connect their work to this purpose?

Find Your Noble Cause
— What is the kind of company we want to create?

— What do we want to be known for?

— Why do people say we are a great place to work?

— What is it we can do for the world that other companies can’t?

— What do we already do today that contributes to a better world?  

— Which of our current community engagement activities generate 

the most excitement and interest?

— If we are successful, who will benefit and why?

Write It
— Is the statement short and easily repeatable?

— Is it memorable? 

— Will it inspire?

— Does it connect to concrete actions you plan to take?

— Could any other company say this? 

— Are you excited by it?
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Visit http://douglasawilson.com/pathtopurposeWould you like to read the full white paper?


